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The all-new Mazda3 with 
improved performance was 
unveiled on August 9 in 
Cambodia.

It is the first seventh-generation 
production model to adopt the 
further-evolved “Kodo” design and 
new-generation of Skyactiv-Vehicle 
Architecture paired with exciting 
driving dynamics.

The new Mazda3 sedan and 
hatchback models have a simpler 
and more beautiful design that helps 
drivers experience a perfect fit and 
connectedness while driving. 

The cockpit features a symmetrical 
layout and horizontal orientation 

that did away all unnecessary ele-
ments. The centre console has been 
redesigned with the shift knob, new 
commander control and armrest 
moved forward, while the cup hold-
ers are repositioned to the front.

Mazda’s human-Machine Inter-
face is entirely human-centric in its 
design, keeping you informed while 
leaving you free to concentrate on 
driving. Constantly changing high-
priority driving information is deliv-
ered real time in the Active Driving 
Display just below your line of sight 
in the meter cluster LCD.

Mazda has dramatically enhanced 
the Mazda3’s fundamental driving 

attributes such that accelerating, 
turning and braking. The new Sky-
activ Vehicle Architecture realises a 
perfect fit with human sensibilities in 
terms of ride comfort, handling sta-
bility and vehicle motion, enabling 
drivers to make the most of their 
natural senses.

Additionally, the Skyactiv Vehicle 
Dynamics evolved G-Vectoring 
Control Plus (GVC Plus) which is 
equipped onto the Mazda3 improves 
handling in emergency collision 
avoidance manoeuvres, while offer-
ing a reassuring feeling of control 
when changing lanes on the highway 
and slippery road surfaces.

As the vehicle enters a bend, the 
GVC Plus momentarily lowers engine 
torque to transfer weight to the front 
wheels and enhance grip. Then, as you 
go through the curve, engine torque is 
restored to shift weight rearwards for 
greater stability. Finally, as you exit 
the bend, brake force is slightly applied 
to the outer wheels to help recover 
straight-line running.

Another key element of driv-
ing pleasure is achieved by Mazda 
harmonic Acoustics. It creates a 
quiet cabin which insulates you from 
unwanted outside noise. Particular 
placement of the standard 8-speaker 
sound system  gives deep satisfying 

bass and clear, well-localised mid 
and high frequencies.

Standard safety features in the 
Mazda3 include seven airbags, anti-
lock braking system, dynamic stabil-
ity control, traction control system, 
emergency stop signal and hill launch 
assist.

The “high Plus” variants come 
equipped with Mazda’s flagship       
i-Activsense advanced safety features 
which include driver attention alert, 
adaptive front lighting system, high 
beam control, blind spot monitoring 
with rear cross-traffic alert, front and 
rear smart brake support and Mazda 
Radar Cruise Control.  
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MAzDA has 
launched its 
BT-50 Thunder 
model in Cam-

bodia. 
The new pickup truck 

comes in two engine op-
tions: 3.2 litre in-line five 
cylinder 20 valve DOhC 
intercooled turbo diesel 
engine or 2.2 litre in-line 
four cylinder 16 valve DOhC 
intercooled turbo diesel 
engine.

The 3.2 litre engine has a 
maximum torque of 470 Nm 
(1,750-2,500 rpm) and maxi-
mum power of 200 kwh with 
147 rpm, while the 2.2 litre 
engine has a maximum torque 
of 375 Nm (1,500-2,500 rpm) 
and a maximum power of 150 
kwh with 110 rpm.

The new look on the BT-
50 Thunder makes a bold 
statement with a new style 
bumper, stylish sticker, sport 
bar and scuff plate. Other 
exterior equipments include 
rain sensing front wiper, auto 
light control system and high 

mounted stop lamp.
The interior continues the 

sporty theme, with every 
detail thought out to give a 
satisfying feel of quality. The 
asymmetric layout gives the 
front passenger a spacious 
and comfortable area similar 
to a passenger car, while the 
driver enjoys a snug, sporty 
wraparound driving environ-
ment.

Mazda BT-50 Thun-
der’s dual zone auto air 
conditioner with dual 
type controls and in-dial 
temperature displays creates 
a well serviced interior in 
terms of temperature control. 
Leather seats give the driver 
and passengers a very comfy 
ride. 

In terms of infotainment 
and audio technology the 
BT-50 Thunder is equipped 
with audio system which has 
AM/FM radio, CD player, 
MP3 compatibility and is 
complimented with audio 
AUX and USB, as well as 
voice recognition and Blu-

etooth connectivity.
Last but not least is 

the safety equipment and 
systems that the new 
Mazda BT-50 Thunder has 
in spades, from features like 
anti-lock braking system 
(ABS) through to Load Adap-
tive Control (LAC). 

LAC is a system that 
allows and accounts for 
uneven loads. It adjusts the 
electronic stability control 
and can ensure control and 
stability whether the vehicle 
is fully loaded or empty.

In addition to the LAC, 
the BT-50 Thunder has a 
multitude of mitigation 
and electronic protections 
that provide the driver with 
unprecedented feedback and 
control, ultimately resulting 
in a more comfortable, safer 
and more controlled drive. 

These include the trailer 
sway mitigation, roll over 
mitigation, emergency brake 
assist and back warning 
system/rear sensor and 
emergency stop signal.  
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NISSAN SAFETY TIPS WHEN 
DRIVING IN THE RAIN

Did you know that driving in 
the rain can increase the risk 
of a dangerous situation for 
you, your family and other 
road users? Therefore as a 
motorist, you should know 
that safety starts even before 
you get behind the wheel. Be 
prepared by making sure your 
Nissan vehicle is properly 
check and ready before you 
start your journey to avoid 
unwanted road occurrences.

Turn on those headlights1.  
Turn your headlights on immediately when it starts to rain. You 
should do this regardless of whether it is day or night. By turning 
your headlights on, you are improving your visibility and letting 
others on the road know where you are.
(Please use Nissan LED headlights together with Nissan* Daytime Running 

Lights for better visibility) (*If so equipped on Nissan vehicle)

Keep A Distance When Driving2.   
Rear-end collisions are the most frequent types of accidents. 
By increasing the gap between you and the vehicle ahead, you 
are giving yourself the time you need to identify a hazard and 
respond to it safely.
(Although Nissan vehicles is equipped with Traction Control System (TCS) / 
Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) / Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) / 

Brake Assist (BA) / Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC) / Active Brake Limited Slip 
(ABLS) / Intelligent Ride Control / Intelligent Trace Control, etc. driver should 

still judge the surrounding situation)

Look out for Pedestrians3. 
Many road deaths are caused by 
accidents in which pedestrians 
are involved. On rainy conditions, 
pedestrians prioritize themselves 
by trying to keep themselves 
dry rather than looking out for 
oncoming vehicles. Therefore, it 
is your duty as the driver to ensure 
the pedestrians stay safe.
(Even though Nissan vehicles is equipped with Intelligent Around View Monitor 
/ Blind Spot Warning / Rear Cross Traffic Alert, Lane Departure Warning, etc. 
driver should always be alert of its own surroundings)

Don’t follow large trucks/busses too closely4.   
Following large vehicles such as trucks and busses should not be 
done so closely. Doing this, not only reduces your line of vision, 
it also prevents the truck or bus driver from seeing you. And on 
rainy conditions, the spray given off from the vehicle’s large tires 
can reduce your driving visibility. So keep a safe distance.
 

 Avoid Sudden Motion5.  
Driving in a wet condition 
is already hazardous. Rain 
further adds to less tire grip 
/ traction. As a driver, avoid 
making sudden movements 
(such as changing lanes or 
overtaking).
 

Drive Slowly6.   
Slowing down while driving 
in a rainy condition is 
the best way to reduce 
a vehicle’s chances of 
skidding or sliding. 

Nissan X-TRAIL, NAVARA 
and TERRA are equipped 
with the latest Intelligent 
Mobility and Advance 
Safety features. Visit any 
Nissan Showrooms or 
Roadshows today to view, 
test-drive and place your 
booking of choice,

For more information on all Nissan models in Cambodia, please visit 
Nissan Cambodia’s website at www.nissan.com.kh/ or follow Nissan 
Cambodia’s Facebook Page at fb.com/CambodiaNissan/.



The new Isuzu MU-X 
was developed to stand 
out and stand apart 
in every aspect. This 

model is designed with extra 
attitude which embodies a true 
interpretation of an sports util-
ity vehicle (SUV). 

On or off-road, the MU-X 
performs with perfection 
thanks to its exclusive 3.0L 
Isuzu Ddi Super Commonrail 
turbo diesel engine, maximum 
380Nm of torque and intui-
tive 5 speed transmission, the 
MU-X has what it takes to get 
you across town or around 
Cambodia. 

The new MU-X delivers 
powerful performance at every 
speed level and high fuel 
efficiency enabled by environ-
ment-friendly technology.

Designed with a distinc-
tive new look of 3D front grill 
design, a refined side step 
and flash back sporty 18-inch 
alloy wheels, the Isuzu MU-X 
commands attention with its 
contemporary style and excit-
ing sporty sensation. 

The MU-X’s interior provides 
a new level of comfort. The 

spacious cabin is a work of 
refinement crafted with care-
fully selected material in sporty 
dark tone to please the eyes. Its 
ergonomically-designed bolster 
seats can accommodate and 
pamper occupants throughout 
the trip. 

Additionally, the MU-X 
is equipped with a premium 
eight-speaker audio system 
with surround sound and built-
in roof monitors to ensure 
everyone is entertained. 

The entertainment system is 
controlled on an 8-inch touch 
screen panel with USB, AUX 
port and Bluetooth connectiv-
ity.

The spacious design of the 
MU-X’s cabin brings comfort 
to the driver and passengers. 
The 60:40 second row and 
50:50 third row adjustment 
capabilities allow passenger 
seats to fold down and create 
more cargo space for enhanced 
flexibility to suit various 
lifestyles. There is also plenty 
of clever storage compartments 
for personal items.

Wherever the road ahead 
takes you, the new Isuzu MU-X 

ensures safe journeys with 
its active and passive safety 
systems.

The hill Start Assist func-
tion engages automatically on 
gradients to prevent the MU-X 
rolling when moving from a 

stationary position while the 
hill Descent Control allows a 
smooth hill descent at a con-
trolled speed.

The Anti-lock Brake System 
with electric Brake force Dis-
tribution and Brake Assist (BA)  

features provide great stopping 
ability and control even on 
slippery road conditions. 

electronic Stability Control 
and Traction Control System 
allow for maximum road grip 
during acceleration and high 

speed cornering. 
On the other hand, the high 

Tensile Steel passenger safety 
cell, combined with dual front 
airbags and pretension safety 
belts assure confidence for oc-
cupants.   
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ISUzU has improved its 
D-Max pickup truck. The 
upgraded model combines 
energetic sports styling 

and Isuzu engineering inno-
vation with attractive designs.

The new D-Max comes with 
a distinctive look with sleek 
front grill design, a refined 
side step, sporty 18-inch alloy 
wheels and Bi-LeD headlamps 
with integrated daytime run-
ning lights. 

It offers inspired versatil-
ity, excellent fuel efficiency 
(4.79 litres per 100km) and 
power, making it a capable 
modern vehicle for transport-
ing people and carrying heavy 
loads.

The latest Isuzu D-Max’s 
i-GRIP platform improves its 
road gripping capability and 
gives it excellent vehicle bal-
ance for the ultimate perfor-
mance. This enables smooth 
and commanding grip on road 
surfaces in the city or coun-
tryside at high speeds.

Other than that, consumers 
can now opt for the D-Max 
with the Isuzu 1.9 Ddi VGS 
Turbo diesel engine, which 
comes with 6-speed trans-
mission and has a maximum 
torque of 350 Nm at 1,800 to 
2,600 rpm.

The impressive D-Max line-
up offers  a versatile range 
of body types that are made 

durable to get the job done. 
There are three built-for-
purpose cabin styles of Crew, 
extended and Regular that 
allow a variety of seating op-
tions and load combinations.

On top of that, Isuzu’s 
popular 4WD models can go 
almost anywhere with highly 
capable off-road performance 
and “Terrain command-clever 
4WD shift on-the-fly” system. 
This makes the D-Max suit-
able for taking your family for 
travelling in the city or a visit 
to the camping site.

Among the D-Max’s ac-
tive safety functions include 
hill-start Assist, hill-decent 
Control, electronic Brake-

force Distribution, electronic 
Stability Control, Traction 
Control System and built-in 
rear camera with Lane Guide 
technology activated while 
reversing.

Meanwhile, the pick-up 
is also has passive safety 
features such as Whiplash 
Protection Seat, high Tensile 
Strength Steel to absorb col-
lision force in interior cabin, 
as well as collapsible steer-
ing wheel column and brake 
pedal.  

The D-Max has designs 
with the purpose of achiev-
ing durability, a tradition of 
Isuzu, which helps car owners 
for cost saving, easy mainte-

nance and gives them value 
for money.

The body frame of the lat-
est D-Max comes with a new 
rear bed monocoque designed 
for extra strength to prevent 
corrosion. Its Timing Gear and 

Chain kit requires no main-
tenance throughout its entire 
life cycle. The Built-in Oil 
cooler on Cylinder Block helps 
reduce engine oil temperature, 
enhances lubrication and 
helps dissipate engine heat.  

The iMproved 
isuzu d-Max 
wiTh a 
sporTy look

powerful 
and fuel 
effiCienT 
isuzu Mu-x

 The new D-Max comes with a distinctive 
look with sleek front grill design, a refined 
side step, sporty 18-inch alloy wheels 
and Bi-LED headlamps with integrated 
daytime running lights.


